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authorities who are either hand in
glove with rioters or willing to turn a
blind eye to their crimes.

One key feature of the
misinformation campaign was to
project Muslim-dominated areas as
mini-Pakistans, as dens of Muslim
fundamentalists and anti-national
forces. It was made out as if these
areas had regular factories for
manufacturing arms where huge
quantities of sophisticated weapons
from other Muslim countries, notably
Pakistan, had been smuggled in for
the purpose of destablising India.

Throughout this period, the police
was routinely raiding Muslim bastis
and commercial establishments but
they never claimed to have recovered
anything other than crude weapons
and petrol bombs. During the entire
December and January violence, there
was only one instance where Muslims
used an AK 47 gun.

My first exposure to the full
implications of this misinformation
campaign came at the time of the
Meerut-Malliana anti-Muslim riots of
1987 when I had gone as part of a team
of Manushi women volunteers to
Meerut to put together a report of
what had happened. We were
repeatedly warned by both the jawans

of the Provincial Armed Constabulary
(PAC) and the Hindu residents of
Meerut not to enter Muslim majority
areas such as Hashimpura or Gadda,
saying that no Hindu ever came out
alive from there. We were told in
graphic detail how some women
journalists who had some days ago
been adventurous enough to venture
in, were gangraped and cut up into
pieces.

Having had the sinister experience
of anti-Sikh propaganda during and
after the riots of 1984, we did not heed
their advice in Meerut. Far from
Muslims attacking us when we went
to Hashimpura or Islampur, we were
deeply moved to see the extent of
openness and the warmth of their
welcome because we came to listen
to their version as well. In sharp
contrast to this, Hindus were
aggressively hostile to us if they got
to know we had visited, or talked to
Muslim families. The motive behind
this rumour campaign was obvious:
to completely cut off all
communication channels between
Hindus and Muslims — by drawing
out Muslims from Hindu majority
areas.and by making Hindus fear
going anywhere near a Muslim
majority area or where they are in large

clusters.
Thus they succeed in making large

sections of the press avoid talking to
Muslims, thereby making their own
anti-Muslim propaganda appear as
facts. This would be a common
experience of anyone trying to do an
impartial investigation into any of the
recent anti-Muslim riots. We give
below a report prepared by Flavia and
others of Mashwara, a legal aid centre
in Bombay, which documents how this
propaganda worked to isolate
residents of Behrampada in Bombay
— another one of those alleged ”mini-
Pakistans”, and the process through
which the victim community came to
be projected as the criminal
aggressors. Flavia’s account is
followed by eyewitness accounts by
some of the Hindu residents of Bandra
East whom I interviewed.

I interviewed several families in,
Behrampada and managed to talk to a
few Hindu families as well in buildings
of Bandra East bordering
Behrampada. It was pathetic to see
how frightened and paranoid the
Hindus had become even though
none of their homes had been
damaged. The families living in those
buildings had not suffered any loss
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During historical moments, insignificant names are suddenly thrown up and become household words. In the recent riots which
dealt a severe blow to the cosmopolitan image of Bombay, one of the names which shot into prominence was that of Behrampada, a
hitherto unknown and insignificant Muslim basti on the edge of Bandra station. The basti received adverse publicity as the den of
Muslim criminals and Behrampada became a name to be feared and shunned.

Were the communal riots which followed the demolition of the Babri Masjid solely responsible for this or were there other.factors
operating behind the veil of communal hostility? This article places the insignificant basti within the context of economic developments
and political manoeuvring in the area and tries to explore the various factors which might have contributed to Behrampada
acquiring such notoriety during the recent riots.

The December Riots
On the morning of December 7,

1992, there was police firing at the
entrance of Ahmed Zakaria Nagar on

Anand Kanekar Marg (AK Marg).
Pandey, an old Hindu resident of
Behrampada who runs a cold drink
stall at the gate of Ahmed Zakaria

Nagar, gave a first hand account of
the initial attack.

A mob of Shiv Sainiks approached
Behrampada with stones, sticks and
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bottles at around 9 a.m. He was alarmed
and immediately pulled his shutters
down. But the mob came and banged
on the shop. Pandey was scared and
asked them to go away. They replied
that they would break his shop if he
did not provide them with empty
bottles. So Pandey opened the shutter
and gave them a crate of soda water
bottles. There were a few policemen
present but they did not control this
mob.

Youngsters from Behrampada also
came out on the road and tried to repel
the attack by resorting to stone
throw-ing. The Behrampada people
claim that the police accompanied the
Shiv Sena mob which came to attack
the basti. When there was stone
throwing on both sides, the police
signalled to the Shiv Sena mob to
retreat and opened fire on the Muslim
boys. One person died on the spot
and another died I5 days later.

Nargis Sayyed, another
eyewitness, states as follows: “There
was a lot of tension in the area. I went
out on the road and I found a group
of boys from Behrampada standing
on the road. A few had sticks in their
hands. I saw police officers, among
whom was Inspector Lade. Since I
know him personally, I crossed the
crowd and went ahead and started
speaking to him. He told me, ‘Nargis,
control this mob.’ I said, ‘Yes sir, give

me a minute,’ and started
pushing the boys behind.
There were many police
officers and beyond them
a group of Shiv Sainiks
with bottles, stones and
lathis. While I was trying
to push the boys back,
one elderly Muslim who
had a stick in his hand
tried to push me and go
ahead. While I was
controlling him, a bullet
went past me and hit
Dilshad. He fell down
before my eyes. With this
the Muslim boys ran into
the basti.”

The police did not fire
teargas shells or resort to
lathi charge nor did they
warn the crowd before
firing. Immediately,
Dilshad was carried away
in a police van. He was
operated upon and the
bullet in his brain was removed on the
night of December 7. But he died in
the intensive care unit of the hospital
15 days later.

The first phase of firing took place
between 9 and 10.30 a.m. at various
places along AK Marg on the edge of
Behrampada. Many innocent persons
who were going about their routine
morning chores were injured and there

was total panic.
After the firing, the
police entered their
homes, dragged
people out,
damaged their
property and
arrested many
persons. The basti
was terror stricken.
With the fear of
arrest, most injured
persons were
hiding in their
homes and were
not treated at a

Bullet marks made by police firing on the house walls
of Behrampada

Police open fire at Behrampada

public hospital. When the
government declared compensation
for injured persons, treatment in a
public hospital was made a
prerequisite for eligibility. So, many
genuine cases could not avail of the
compensation under this scheme.

On December 8. the police again
entered the basti from the north-
eastern end of Behrampada near the
LIG and MIG buildings and fired on
the basti. One of the casualties was a
50-year-old woman who was fired on
at close range. When the police
entered the basti and started firing,
the women had come out with raised
hands to plead with the police to stop
firing. Salma Begam, 64, who runs a
zari business close to the gutter where
the firing took place, is an eyewitness
to the incident. She gave the following
statement about the incident:

“When I heard continuous firing,
I came out along with a group of
women. We thought that if we pleaded
with the police they would stop firing.
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